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We study the phase structure of mixed-action QCD with two Wilson sea quarks and two chiral

valence quarks, starting from the chiral lagrangian.A priori, the effective theory allows for a rich

phase structure, including a phase with a condensate made ofsea and valence quarks. Because this

would lead to mass eigenstates that are admixtures of sea andvalence fields, pure-sea correlation

functions would depend on valence quark masses, in contradiction with the actual setup of mixed-

action simulations. Using properties of the chiral Dirac operator, we prove that such a phase does

not occur, and that this leads to bounds on low-energy constants.
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1. Introduction

In lattice QCD with a mixed action (MAQCD), the discretization of the Dirac operator in the
sea sector (i.e., the operator from which the fermion determinant is constructed) is chosento be
different from the discretization of the Dirac operator in the valence sector (i.e., the operator which
is inverted to obtain quark propagators attached to external lines).

The continuum limit of a mixed-action theory is a partially quenched theory [1],because even
in the continuum limit the valence and sea quark massesmv andms for each flavor do not have to
be equal. This breaks unitarity already in the continuum limit, but when the lattice spacinga 6= 0, it
is not even possible to define equality ofmv andms in a universal way [2]. This implies, of course,
that unitarity is always broken ata 6= 0 in a mixed-action theory.

It is relatively straightforward to check the validity of the mixed-action approach in weak-
coupling perturbation theory. More non-trivial, non-perturbative information about the validity is
obtained by constructing the low-energy effective field theory (EFT) for MAQCD, mixed-action
chiral perturbation theory (MAChPT) [2, 3, 4]. Chiral perturbation theory (ChPT) gives access to
the phase diagram of the lattice theory, and, as we will see, this allows for a non-trivial check of
the field-theoretical definition of MAQCD and the validity of MAChPT. Here, we investigate the
phase structure of MAQCD with two chiral (Ginsparg–Wilson [5]) valencequarks, and two Wilson
sea quarks. For a more detailed account which includes technicalities, we refer to Ref. [6].

2. MAChPT

Field-theoretically, MAQCD with two (Wilson) sea and two (chiral) valence flavors is a theory
with six quarks: the two sea quarks, the two valence quarks, and two more “ghost” quarks with a
Dirac operator identical to that of the valence quarks, but with opposite statistics, such as to effect a
cancellation between valence and ghost determinants, thus removing both valence and ghost quarks
from the sea.

This implies that the non-linear fieldΣ representing the pions in the EFT is a 6× 6 graded
matrix

Σ =

(

exp
(

2i
f φ
)

ω

ω exp
(

2
f φ̂
)

)

, (2.1)

with φ and φ̂ hermitian matrices of size 4×4 and 2×2, respectively, andω andω rectangular,
Grassmann-values matrices. The matrixφ describes the pions in the sea and valence sectors, the
matrix φ̂ those made of ghost quarks, while the Grassmann valued components describe fermionic
pions made out of one ghost, and one sea or valence quark.f is the pion decay constant in the
chiral limit. For an overview of the precise symmetry structure of the theory, which leads to the
unfamiliar way in whichφ̂ appears in the non-linear fieldΣ, see for instance Ref. [7].

Since we are only interested in the phase diagram of the theory here, it suffices to consider the
chiral potential, which, in simplified form, and rescaled by the combination of low-energy constants
(LECs)B0 f 2/4, is given by [2]

V =−str
(

M(Σ+Σ−1)
)

−
c1

4
str
(

PsΣPsΣ−1)− c2str
(

PsΣ−1PsΣ−1+PsΣPsΣ
)

, (2.2)
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in which Ps = diag(1,1,0,0,0,0) projects on the sea sector, andM is the quark mass matrix

M = diag(ms,ms,mv,mv,mv,mv) , (2.3)

where the first twomv entries correspond to the valence quarks, and the last two to the ghost
quarks. We consider the “large cutoff effects” regime, in which the chiral power counting is such
that ms ∼ mv ∼ a2. This implies that if we consider terms in the potential to linear order in the
quark masses, we should also consider all terms of ordera2, and the terms proportional toc1 and
c2 are such terms.1 The constantc2 is a LEC special to Wilson fermions and arises because of
chiral symmetry breaking. Thus, it appears only in the sea sector. The LEC c1 is special to the
mixed-action case, as can be seen from the fact that it disappears fromV when we replacePs by
the unit matrix. Bothc1 andc2 are lattice artifacts, containing a factora2. There are several more
terms in the chiral potentialV , but those do not affect the discussion of the phase diagram we are
interested in here, and we therefore omit them in this talk.

Since we will always keepmv > 0 in our discussion below, all the chiral symmetries are ex-
plicitly broken (softly in the valence sector), and the full symmetry groupG is a generalization of
isospin,

G =U(2)sea ×U(2|2)valence . (2.4)

At non-zero lattice spacing there are no symmetries relating the sea and the valence-ghost sectors,
because of the different choices for the sea and valence Dirac operators [3]. Within each sector we
will always maintain isospin symmetry, taking the up and down quarks degenerate in each sector.

3. A puzzle

Let us expandV around the trivial vacuum in order to obtain the pion masses at leading order
in ChPT (takingms,v > 0):

M2
ss = 2B0(ms +4c2) , (3.1)

M2
vv = 2B0mv ,

M2
sv = B0(ms +mv +4c1+2c2) ,

with Mss the mass of a pion made out of two sea quarks,Mvv the mass of a pion made out of two
valence quarks, and the mixed-pion massMsv of a pion made out of a sea and a valence quark.

The third line of Eq. (3.1) suggests that spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) can take place
if 2c1+ c2 < 0, because in that case decreasing the summs +mv makesM2

sv negative. This would
drive the theory into a “mixed phase,” with a condensate〈qsγ5qv〉 6= 0. Indeed, if we choose
c2 > 0 (to avoid the complications of an Aoki phase [9] in the sea sector [8]), but 2c1+ c2 < 0,
minimization of the potentialV leads to the conclusion that forms +mv +4c1+2c2 < 0 the theory
enters a mixed phase.

The mixed condensate would break the symmetry groupG down to a diagonal group in which
the remaining sea and valence quark symmetry transformations are the same. Sea and valence
sectors mix, and this has consequences for the spectrum of the theory. An interesting example is

1Terms linear ina can be absorbed into the quark masses [8].
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the two-point function〈π+
ss (0)π−

ss (t)〉, which is made out of sea pions only, but which in the mixed
phase becomes dependent not only onms, but also onmv.2

This, however, creates a paradox: by the very construction of MAQCD, this can never hap-
pen! In an actual simulation, gauge-field configuration depend only onms, or, in other words, the
dynamics of the theory can only depend onms. In particular, if one considers a correlation function
that depends only on sea fields, such as〈π+

ss (0)π−
ss (t)〉, one performs a simulation in the theory with

only sea quarks; no valence quarks are present anywhere in such acomputation!3

If this were a true paradox, this would imply that the field-theoretical description of MAQCD
is fatally flawed, and, as a consequence, that standard EFT techniquescannot be used to interpret
results obtained in a mixed-action simulation. This state of affairs leads to the following important
questions:

1. Does MAQCD, in its field-theoretical definition, indeed have a mixed phase, i.e., a phase
with 〈qsγ5qv〉 6= 0 (as appears to be predicted by MAChPT)?

2. If not, does MAChPT get it wrong?

In the following section we will see that in fact this dangerous scenario cannot occur, and that
MAChPT is forced, by the underlying theory, to get it right.

4. Resolving the puzzle

We begin with a theorem that holds in the underlying theory, MAQCD with two seaquarks and
two valence quarks, invariant under the isospin groupG of Eq. (2.4).4 The theorem states that no
spontaneous isospin breaking can occur in the valence sector. This is analmost direct consequence
of the well-known Vafa–Witten [10] theorem, that forbids breaking of vectorlike symmetries in the
continuum. The theorem extends to the valence sector because even in the lattice theory the valence
quarks are chiral; the Vafa-Witten theorem applies to any type of Ginsparg–Wilson quarks.5

An immediate consequence is that a mixed phase cannot occur, because such a phase would
breakU(2)sea ×U(2)valence → U(2)diagonal, and thus a non-zero value of〈qsγ5qv〉 would break
U(2)valence, in contradiction with the Vafa–Witten theorem.

This answers the first of the two questions raised in the previous section: MAQCD cannot
have a mixed phase, and the paradox cannot occur. But, this still leaves open the second question:
what about MAChPT?

5. A mass inequality

By choosingms > 0 andmv > 0 large, we can arrange thatM2
ss, M2

vv, andM2
sv are all strictly

2As can be demonstrated explicitly by a somewhat tedious but straightforward calculation.
3The paradox persists in finite volume, because〈π+

ss (0)π−
ss (t)〉 is invariant under integration over the orientation of

〈qsγ5qv〉 in the mixed phase.
4In fact, this theorem holds for any number of valence quarks.
5It can also be shown that the theorem extends to the ghost sector, and, inparticular, that no Grassmann-valued

condensates can occur [6].
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positive, so that no isospin breaking takes place in the EFT. Then, from the identity

tr
〈

(Ssd(x,y)−Svd(x,y))
†(Ssd(x,y)−Svd(x,y))

〉

≥ 0 (5.1)

in the underlying theory, whereSsi (Svi) is the sea (valence) quark propagator for flavori = u, d,
andS†

d(x,y) = γ5Su(x,y)γ5 for both sea and valence propagators, it follows that

〈π+
ss (x)π−

ss (y)〉+ 〈π+
vv(x)π−

vv(y)〉 ≥ 〈π+
sv(x)π−

vs(y)〉+ 〈π+
vs(x)π−

sv(y)〉 . (5.2)

Translating this to ChPT, this inequality implies that

Msv ≥ min(Mss,Mvv) . (5.3)

Let us now argue that this inequality restores the validity of MAChPT. From Eq. (3.1), we have that

M2
sv =

1
2
(M2

ss +M2
vv)+2(2c1− c2) . (5.4)

Choosing quark masses such thatMss = Mvv, the inequality (5.3) implies thatMsv ≥ Mss = Mvv, and
thus, using Eq. (5.4), that

2c1+ c2 ≥ 2c1− c2 ≥ 0 (5.5)

(recall that we chosec2 > 0). But, now we can turn this around, using the fact that the LECsc1 and
c2 areindependent of the quark massesms andmv, so that inequality (5.5), together with the third
equation in Eq. (3.1), implies that always, irrespective of the value of the quark masses,M2

sv ≥ 0,
and no SSB to a mixed phase can occur, also in MAChPT. In words, the massinequality (5.3)
restricts the values of the LECs in the EFT such that the EFT is forced to faithfully reproduce
the phase structure of the underlying theory. While we demonstrated this here for the simplified
potential of Eq. (2.2), and for the casec2 > 0, it is clear that, in general, the parameters of MAChPT
are restricted such that regions in the phase diagram with a mixed condensate are excluded, because
of the fact that a mixed phase cannot occur in the underlying theory.

To summarize the situation, the Vafa–Witten theorem restricts the vacuum expectation value
of the non-linear field to the form

Σvacuum =





Σss 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1



 , (5.6)

whereΣss is the 2×2 unitary matrix describing the vacuum in the sea sector,0 is the 2×2 null
matrix, and1 is the 2×2 unit matrix. Substituting this form intoV , the potential reduces to

V =−ms tr
(

Σss +Σ†
ss

)

−
1
2

c2
(

tr
(

Σss +Σ†
ss

))2
. (5.7)

This is precisely the Sharpe–Singleton potential for the sea sector, which predicts the Aoki phase
for c2 < 0. No other non-trivial phase can occur.
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6. Conclusion

Referring back to the two questions raised toward the end of Sec. 3, the answer to the first
question is no, MAQCD cannot have a mixed phase. Because the valence quarks are not part of the
dynamics, the phase structure is restricted to that of the sea sector alone. In our case, this implies
that the only possible non-trivial phase is an Aoki phase. The answer tothe second question is also
no. In other words, MAChPT gets it right. As we have seen, mass inequalities in the underlying
theory restrict the values of LECs in the EFT such as to make regions in the phase diagram with
a mixed phase inaccessible. We gave an example of such a restriction, and itis possible that more
such constraints on the LECs exist. These would be uncovered by a studyof the full chiral effective
potential for arbitraryΣvacuum by imposing restrictions following from the Vafa–Witten theorem in
the underlying theory.

One might ask whether a similar argument could lead to a restriction on the value of c2, which,
for negative values leads to the existence of the Aoki phase [8]. The answer is negative, because
the argument would have to involve the neutral pion, and thus (quark-)disconnected diagrams not
captured by the expression in Eq. (5.1). Finally, we note that our conclusions presumably gener-
alize to other mixed-action theories, such as those with a staggered sea sector and a chiral valence
sector [11].
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